An understanding of nano- and microscale crystal strain in chemical-vapor-deposition diamond is crucial to the advancement of diamond quantum technologies. In particular, the presence of such strain and its characterization presents a challenge to diamond-based quantum sensing and information applications—as well as for future dark-matter detectors, where the directional information about incoming particles is encoded in crystal strain. Here, we exploit nanofocused scanning x-ray diffraction microscopy to quantitatively measure crystal deformation from defects in diamond with high spatial and strain resolution. The combination of information from multiple Bragg angles allows stereoscopic three-dimensional modeling of strain-feature geometry; the diffraction results are validated via comparison to optical measurements of the strain tensor based on spin-state-dependent spectroscopy of ensembles of nitrogen-vacancy centers in the diamond. Our results demonstrate both strain and spatial resolution sufficient for directional detection of dark matter via x-ray measurement of crystal strain and provide a promising tool for diamond growth analysis and improvement of defect-based sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, quantum defects in diamond have emerged as a popular and growing platform for a variety of sensing applications [1–5]. While defect-ensemble–based sensing can achieve extremely high spatial resolution and sensitivity, these capabilities are subject to the homogeneity and quality of the host diamond [6,7]. Intrinsic strain in diamond limits many defect-based sensing applications; understanding and optimizing the local crystallographic environment of the defect is therefore a major effort in the quantum sensing and diamond growth communities [6–8]. In particular, strain features with spatial structure near or below the visible-light diffraction limit are difficult to characterize via existing techniques such as optical birefringence [9] or nitrogen-vacancy (N-V) center spectroscopy [6,10,11]. However, such strain features negatively impact sensing applications by broadening quantum defect spin-transition line widths, thereby limiting their overall sensitivity to electromagnetic fields, temperature, and other phenomena [6]. Additionally, the boundaries of crystallographic strain defects act as charge traps [12], which may have deleterious effects on sensing via reduced spin coherence [13,14]. These issues are compounded by the need for fabricated optical microstructures and nanophotonic features for quantum information processing using N-V centers and other defects in diamond [15,16], which result in large strain over submicron
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length scales [17]. A technique capable of characterizing short-length strain is necessary to better understand the interplay between local strain features and quantum point-defect sensors.

Strain sensing below the optical diffraction limit is also a crucial element of a proposed dark-matter (DM) detector in diamond capable of sensing the direction of incident particles [18]. Diamond is a promising target material for future detectors aimed at weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) and similar DM candidates [19]. Lasting crystal damage from WIMP collisions would act as a memory for the direction of the incoming particle and would beread out via a multistep detection process outlined in Sec. V. This directional information would enable discrimination from background solar and other neutrinos expected to limit the next generation of WIMP searches [20,21]. The demonstration of sensitive high-spatial-resolution strain measurement in diamond is an important step toward such a detector [22].

All of the applications highlighted here would also benefit from an understanding of the three-dimensional topology of strain features. Currently, a variety of techniques are used to produce low strain in quantum defect-hosting diamonds, including substrate surface treatment before chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and the annealing of CVD layers [7,8]. An understanding of the three-dimensional topology of the remaining strain features, and their evolution under such processes, could help optimize diamond growth and thus improve sensing performance. Finally, a three-dimensional measurement would also provide a fuller understanding of the strain around and within fabricated microstructures and allow prediction and mitigation of their effect on nearby defects.

In this paper, we demonstrate submicron and three-dimensional measurements of diamond strain with scanning x-ray diffraction microscopy (SXDM). Using the Hard X-ray Nanoprobe (HXN) at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory [23]—illustrated schematically in Fig. 1(a)—we measure strain features on two diamond samples with high spatial resolution. To demonstrate sensitivity to spatially small features, we use a diamond produced by high-pressure high-temperature (HPHT) synthesis and exhibiting low strain at large length scales. Measurements on this sample demonstrate the resolution required to characterize local strain environments for single-defect quantum sensing and information applications, as well as to measure crystal-damage tracks for a WIMP search (as discussed in Sec. V).

To demonstrate that SXDM can obtain useful and otherwise inaccessible information in real-world quantum sensing conditions, without diamonds specifically engineered or selected for the purpose, we use a second diamond sample that is grown by CVD for N-\textit{V} quantum sensing (for additional details about both samples, see Sec. A of the Supplemental Material [24]). On this sample, we measure the three-dimensional spatial structure of larger strain features persisting throughout a 40-\textmu m N-\textit{V} enriched overgrowth layer; high-resolution measurement of such deep defects is uniquely possible with SXDM, because of the deep penetration of the focused x-ray beam into the diamond. The multilayered structure of this diamond, with strain and impurity content variations within and between layers, yields a complex diffraction profile that is not well described by straightforward models. We therefore demonstrate a background-subtraction technique that enables quantitative measurement of small highly strained volumes occupying a subset of the beam-diamond interaction length. By combining SXDM measurements at different Bragg conditions and comparing the results to N-\textit{V} spin-spectroscopic strain measurements, we demonstrate that SXDM successfully probes the internal three-dimensional

FIG. 1. (a) An illustration of scanning x-ray diffraction microscopy (SXDM). A monochromatic beam of hard x rays (here, 11.2 keV) is focused to a 25-nm spot at the diamond sample surface. The x rays undergo Bragg diffraction and are collected by a pixelated detector. The beam is scanned across the sample surface and a diffraction pattern is collected at each position. The inset shows a simplified schematic of the beam profile (orange ring). The yellow bar illustrates a simple diffraction pattern, as would be imaged from a perfect bulk crystal. Crystal strain shifts the Bragg angle \( \theta \), moving the diffraction pattern along the detector 2\( \theta \) axis. (b)–(d) Illustrations of different crystal-strain features discussed in this work. (b) Macroscopic strain gradients arise across the diamond; for example, due to cleavage of a diamond into segments. (c) Dislocation features incorporated during CVD-diamond sample growth may create regions of strained crystal. (d) Microscopic damage to the diamond crystal—such as nuclear recoils following a WIMP or neutrino impact—leave characteristic strain signatures associated with displaced carbon nuclei in the lattice.
structure of strain features that limit N-V quantum imaging applications [6]. Finally, we characterize both the strain sensitivity and the prevalence of preexisting strain features in the CVD diamond as compared to requirements for the proposed WIMP detector [22], demonstrating a viable path to directional DM detection.

II. SCANNING X-RAY STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN DIAMOND

The HXN focuses a bright monochromatic beam of x rays to a 10–25-nm spot and scans it across a sample held at a Bragg angle [25,26]. A two-dimensional photon-counting pixel detector records a diffraction pattern for each scan point. This pattern encodes the local crystal structure, including its spacing and orientation as well as its local impurity content [27]. When the beam passes through regions with differing crystal structure—such as the substrate and overgrowth layer of the CVD diamond—the resulting diffraction pattern will include contributions from each such region. Comparing diffraction patterns from nearby beam positions reveals differences in strain over short length scales. Figure 2 shows a map of local strain features in a region of the HPHT diamond obtained via such a comparison, illustrating the spatial resolution and sensitivity of SXDM on diamond. The approximately 100-nm length scale of the features observed here is comparable to that expected from a particle-induced damage track, as discussed in Sec. V. To extract the strain in these features, we use a background-subtraction technique developed to account for the complex diffraction pattern arising from the multilayered structure of the CVD diamond (see details below).

While the HPHT diamond mapped in Fig. 2 has a relatively homogeneous crystal structure, the CVD diamond includes several distinct volumes, schematically illustrated in Fig. 3(a). The uppermost N-V–enriched overgrowth layer of the CVD diamond hosts crystal growth defects, which nucleate at imperfections on the substrate surface and exhibit large strains relative to the surrounding diamond. The substrate-layer interface features subsurface damage and a broad strain distribution due to mechanical polishing before CVD overgrowth [7]. Finally, the substrate is a 500-μm-thick high-purity diamond plate.

As the beam is scanned in two dimensions across the diamond surface, strain features at different depths in the crystal are therefore projected at an angle determined by the Bragg condition [as illustrated in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. We use two distinct Bragg angles to image the CVD diamond, giving diffraction from the crystal planes with Miller indices (113) and (113); combining the information from two projections allows us to constrain the three-dimensional structure of features in the sample.

The lattice spacing and crystal orientation vary through the diamond volume due to defect-induced strain, the impurity content, and mechanical processing damage. The diffraction pattern combines the contributions from all of these independent spatially varying effects. An example diffraction pattern acquired from the CVD sample is shown in Fig. 4(a). The diffraction pattern from an ideal unstrained 40-μm-thick diamond would appear as a single column of detector pixels in Fig. 4(a) [28,29]; the broad
thus would not be highlighted in our analysis; strain over varying overall line shape of the diffraction pattern and the nuclear recoil track of Fig. 1(d). Conversely, the Fig. 1: the clover-shaped dislocation feature of Fig. 1(c) features are uniquely accessible through SXDM, and their coherence properties and dark-matter detection applica-
tions. Two such features are schematically illustrated in the substrate-overgrowth interface. The development of such models is challenging because of the complexity of the stochastic processes involved, including a variety of strain states among the layers as well as interactions at the layer interfaces.

The creation of a full analytical model of the diffraction pattern from such a sample requires detailed microscopic models for vacancy and impurity incorporation during the different CVD growth steps, for polishing damage at the substrate surface, and for crystal structure and x-ray diffraction behavior at the substrate-overgrowth interface. The development of such models is challenging because of the complexity of the stochastic processes involved, as well as the proprietary nature of diamond growth parameters. Instead, we analyze local strain features in the overgrowth layer, independent of the complex but slowly spatially varying overall line shape of the diffraction pattern, constrains (but does not completely determine) the contributions of these effects (for this analysis, see Sec. B of the Supplemental Material [24]). We then divide the measured diffraction pattern pixel by pixel with the host-crystal diffraction profile. This deemphasizes the slowly varying overall line shape and highlights the diffraction contribution from local strain features, resulting in a “reduced diffraction pattern,” as shown in Fig. 4(b).

Crystal strain changes the Bragg angle $\theta$, which shifts the diffraction pattern along the $2\theta$ axis of the detector (chosen to lie in plane with the Bragg angle). We therefore sum each column of the reduced diffraction pattern to create a diffraction curve, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Finally, we fit these curves to a Gaussian line shape and extract the centroid position. (We choose a Gaussian because the spread of local impurity concentrations and strains within the beam spot should be approximately normally distributed.)

These measurements are sensitive to changes in both spacing and orientation of the diffracting crystal planes; sensitivity to both of these effects is valuable, as both types of lattice distortion affect defect-based sensing and both are expected to occur in a particle track. A comparison of the results obtained from two Bragg angles, combined with information from the two-dimensional shape of the diffraction pattern, constrains (but does not completely determine) the contributions of these effects (for this analysis, see Sec. B of the Supplemental Material [24]).

To evaluate the sensitivity of this measurement and to quantify the amount of lattice distortion observed in our sample, we analyze the data in the case of uniform lattice orientation, where the signal arises entirely from strain-induced changes in the lattice spacing. Figure 5 demonstrates the results of this analysis.

To convert from the centroid position of the reduced line shape to strain (under this uniform-orientation condition), we generate calibration curves calculated using kinematic diffraction theory for a multilayered diamond structure [28,30] (for details on the generation of these curves, see Sec. D of the Supplemental Material [24]). Our samples are thick enough for dynamical diffraction effects
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FIG. 5. A spatial map of the strain due to crystal dislocation features in one region of the CVD quantum sensing diamond, as measured with (113) diffraction. The gray color indicates x-ray beam positions that do not intersect a strain feature, as identified via a threshold on the amplitude of the background-subtracted diffraction curve [illustrated in Fig. 4(c)]. The four most prominent features are labeled A–D to simplify discussion in the main text. The same region and features are also measured with (113) diffraction; for results, see Sec. G of the Supplemental Material [24]. The color-scale limits are chosen for legibility of internal strain within features, rather than enforced by the measurement. Note that the spatial resolution of this scan is set by the scanning step size of 200 nm, chosen to enable measurement of deep strain features over a relatively large field of view; the strain map shown here represents approximately 13 h of continuous data acquisition.

to manifest [29,31] but the resultant uncertainty in measured strain is small compared to other sources (for details, see Sec. F of the Supplemental Material [24]).

The width of the diffraction peak due to the surrounding crystal and substrate, together with the background-subtraction technique, impose a minimum detectable strain threshold on our measurements of local strain features. Background subtraction allows us to quantitatively investigate strain features in the top CVD layer, despite the presence of a broad and spatially inhomogeneous strain distribution in the surrounding crystal. However, background subtraction also suppresses features with diffraction peaks which are insufficiently shifted from the host-crystal diffraction profile. To be detectable with low uncertainty, a feature must have enough strain for its diffraction peak to be shifted out of the slowly varying overall diffraction profile. The actual minimum threshold depends on the line width of the host-crystal diffraction peak; in the CVD sample, it is approximately 1.5 detector pixels (for further details, see Sec. H of the Supplemental Material [24]). This leads to a minimum measurable compressive strain of approximately $1.6 \times 10^{-4}$.

Figure 5 shows a map of strain features in one region of the CVD diamond, as projected onto the (113) crystal axis. Each x-ray beam position is categorized, based on whether the amplitude of the reduced diffraction curve is greater than a threshold, as either part of a strain feature or as only containing the host crystal. Points where the beam does not intersect a strain feature are grayed out in Fig. 5; for strain-feature points, the calibrated strain is plotted at each beam position. The strain magnitude is determined from the centroid of the diffraction curve fit and the calibration curves. Four extended growth defects are clearly identifiable as blue regions labeled A–D in this map, with internal strains (in the uniformly oriented case) of $2.5 - 3 \times 10^{-4}$. We note that lattice distortion in the features is high at the edges, while feature centers exhibit a smoothly varying structure. This ability to resolve differences in deformation within a growth defect demonstrates the power of SXDM with appropriate background subtraction to investigate crystal growth and defect incorporation.

In addition to these four extended defect regions, we also measure several thin, apparently linear high-distortion features; these are most likely the edges of extended defect regions exhibiting strain in a direction to which we are less sensitive. Bragg diffraction measures changes in the spacing between crystallographic planes—in other words, the projection of strain onto the axis of diffraction. For strain within growth features in diamond, the Burgers vector—the direction of the crystal-lattice distortion—generally points along one of the (110) family of crystal axes [32,33]. Unit vectors for axes in this family can have dot products of 0.9, 0.4, or 0 with the (113) and (113) mirror planes used in our measurements. For example, if a feature has an average Burgers vector of (101), a (113) diffraction measurement would yield 0.9 times its nominal strain, while a measurement with (113) diffraction would only yield 0.4 times the nominal strain. Comparing the projection onto different crystal planes thus allows us to constrain the average Burgers vector within particular strain features.

For features in certain projections, we may only detect the high-strain edges, while the strain in their central regions would be below this threshold. For example, features A and C of Fig. 5 have the same strain projection when measured with both (113) and (113) diffraction. Therefore, assuming uniform lattice orientation as discussed above, their average Burgers vectors are likely along (011). Conversely, only the edges of features B and D are measurable using (113) diffraction, meaning that their average Burgers vectors likely lie along (101) (again,
in the uniform-orientation case). The “rodlike” features observed in both diffraction angles are likely of similar origin, representing the high-strain edges of dislocation features with small projections onto both of our diffracting planes, having Burgers vectors mostly along the (011), (110), or (110) axes. The measured strain at the centers of features A–D in Fig. 5 is about $2.5 - 3 \times 10^{-4}$. For features B and D, which we hypothesize to have (101) Burgers vectors, the projection onto the (113) diffraction axis yields strain of about $1.1 - 1.3 \times 10^{-4}$—below the minimum measurable strain. This result is consistent with our observations, where only the edges of features B and D are visible with (113) diffraction.

Note that this minimum detectable value applies to compressive strain. A similar analysis applies to tensile strain, which will shift the diffraction peak toward smaller $2\theta$. For the CVD-diamond sample, tensile strain shifts the strain-feature-induced diffraction peak across the detector region dominated by the slowly varying overall line shape; the background-subtraction technique is therefore less sensitive to small tensile strain. Tensile strain at the level of approximately $2 \times 10^{-3}$ would be needed for a feature to be detectable. In practice, we only observe compressively strained regions of growth defects in the 40-μm overgrowth layer in this sample. In general, the method presented here is applicable to both compressive and tensile strains, with the minimum measurable strain depending on the uniformity of the host crystal. However, a major advantage of our method is the ability to extract information even in the presence of a very inhomogeneous host crystal, as found in the CVD quantum sensing diamond.

(In Fig. 5, we do not measure features with submicron spatial scale in all dimensions, similar to those seen in Fig. 2; see the discussion in Sec. K of the Supplemental Material [24].)

III. THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL OF STRAIN-FEATURE GEOMETRY

High-spatial-resolution three-dimensional strain mapping within diamond samples is essential to the dark-matter detection proposal discussed in Sec. V. Additionally, three-dimensional high-resolution strain measurements enhance analysis of CVD-diamond growth and optical structure fabrication. By combining measurements at two diffraction angles with prior information about growth conditions and established knowledge of the structure of growth defects in CVD diamond, we generate a three-dimensional model of strain-feature geometry in this 24,000-μm³ region of the CVD-diamond sample, as shown in Fig. 6. The construction of an assumption-free three-dimensional model using this method would require additional measurements at orthogonal Bragg conditions [34,35]; however, constraints on experimental geometry during the current demonstration limit us to the nonorthogonal (113) and (113) mirror planes. We constrain the model with two assumptions: first, that extended defects in CVD diamond generally nucleate at the interface with the substrate and propagate close to (but not perfectly along) the growth direction [32]; and, second, that the integrated strain far from a defect must converge to zero [36].

Two features types that satisfy these constraints and that have been widely observed in diamonds grown under similar conditions to our sample are bundles of linear edge or screw dislocations and “petal-” or “clover-” shaped extended defects [6,32,37,38]. We therefore build our three-dimensional model from such features, constrained by the diffraction measurements (for further discussion of these feature types, see Sec. J of the Supplemental Material [24]).
We first identify individual features in the projected strain maps and classify them as either "petals" or "rods." We note that some of the "rods" likely represent the high-strain edges of "petal" features with small (113) or (\(\bar{1}13\)) projections, as discussed in Sec. II; measurements at additional projection angles would be required to resolve this ambiguity. For each identified feature, we construct a corresponding entity in our three-dimensional model and constrain its geometrical parameters by minimizing the difference between the data and the model (for further details on constraining the parameters of the model, see Sec. I of the Supplemental Material [24]).

We finally note two nontrivial results obtained from this analysis. First, the strain features exhibit sharp distinct edges where they intersect the host crystal matrix; and, second, we observe smoothly varying but nonuniform strain within the features. While the construction of a full microscopic model of the strained regions is beyond the scope of this work, our data suggest that the crystal dislocations that comprise such clover-shaped features may be concentrated at or near the "petal" boundaries, enclosing a region of strained crystal, rather than evenly spread throughout the strained volume.

IV. COMPARISON WITH STRAIN MEASUREMENTS FROM THE QUANTUM DIAMOND MICROSCOPE

Optical methods for strain measurements in diamond are diffraction-limited in spatial resolution to a few hundred nanometers and are not in general sensitive to three-dimensional spatial structure. In particular, ensemble N-V spectroscopy measures integrated stress throughout the nitrogen-doped layer [6]. Despite lower spatial resolution and two-dimensional projective imaging, optical strain or stress measurements via N-V spin-state spectroscopy offer complementary advantages over SXDM. Wider fields of view enable fast location of regions of interest for high-resolution diffraction measurements, which is necessary for directional WIMP detection [22]. Additionally, such optical methods are capable of measuring strain as low as \(10^{-6}\), albeit only as an average over an optical pixel. Finally, from optical measurements it is possible to reconstruct the entire strain tensor [6], which could inform the choice of Bragg angles used for diffraction.

To illustrate the complementary application of x-ray and optical methods, we use a quantum diamond microscope (QDM) [1] to image the same field of view featured in our nanoprobe diffraction measurements of the CVD quantum sensing diamond. In a QDM, N-V centers in diamond are excited with green laser light and their spin-state is controlled with applied microwaves; the spin state and environment of the nitrogen vacancies can then be determined. QDMs are commonly used to image dc magnetic fields but have also been used for sensitive stress and strain measurements. The QDM results reported in this work are performed by determining the stress Hamiltonian from N-V spin-state-dependent optical measurements. For an overview of QDM methods, see Sec. M of the Supplemental Material [24]; for full details of the technique and apparatus used, see Ref. [6]. The stress tensor is converted to strain using the measured elasticity tensor for diamond [39].

In the present work, QDM images are taken after the SXDM measurements; to find appropriate regions of interest to develop SXDM on diamond, we perform relatively time-consuming wide-area scans with the HXN. The future development of SXDM for diamond engineering and dark-matter detection will use QDM measurements to more extensively inform SXDM parameters.

Figures 7 and 8 compare the strain-feature geometrical model obtained from SXDM data and our methodology with QDM strain-tensor measurements. The QDM measurements demonstrate poorer spatial resolution (1–10 \(\mu\)m), limited by the collection of light from the entire axial focal length of the microscope objective used. Nonetheless, these figures demonstrate good agreement between the two techniques with regard to the strain geometry over large length scales.

The QDM measurement distinguishes between tensile and shear strains, while SXDM measures a projection of both onto the diffracting crystal axes. For the comparison in Fig. 7, we therefore sum all strain-tensor elements measured using the QDM, to obtain a map of strain-feature positions regardless of orientation; we compare that map to
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FIG. 8. A comparison between the QDM strain-tensor measurements and the three-dimensional geometric model of growth-defect regions from SXDM measurements. The strain-tensor elements $\epsilon_{ij}$ give strain on the $i$ crystal plane in the $j$ direction; $\epsilon_{\text{Diag}}$ is the normal strain, while the other tensor elements give shear strain. Constant offsets have been subtracted from QDM strain-tensor measurements to simplify comparison on common color scales.

the geometry obtained from SXDM data. In this comparison, the positions of the four “petal” features A, B, C, and D correspond to the three strongest strain features identifiable in the QDM data (features C and D are too close together for the QDM to resolve them individually). This agreement between the SXDM and QDM approaches validates the SXDM measurement of strain features via the reduced diffraction curve, as well as the three-dimensional model. Additionally, the “rod” positions agree relatively well with the remaining strain features in the QDM measurement. This supports the hypothesis that some or all “rods” may actually be high-strain edges of additional “petal” regions, at the centers of which the projection onto the (113) and (113) axes is below the SXDM detection threshold.

Figure 8 compares individual elements of the strain tensor from QDM measurements with the geometrical model from SXDM measurements. Generically, a strain-tensor element $\epsilon_{ij}$ gives the change in the position of the $i$ crystal plane along the $j$ direction. For $i = j$, $\epsilon$ is the normal strain on the $i$ planes, while for $i \neq j \epsilon$ is the shear strain. The comparison in Fig. 8 shows the additional information that can be gained from performing both QDM and x-ray diffraction measurements on the same sample; note that several of the strain features come through much more strongly in some strain-tensor elements than in others, especially the lower-left “rod” features in $\epsilon_{YZ}$ and the upper-right “rod” feature in $\epsilon_{\text{Diag}}$. The QDM thus illuminates the direction of shear strains and gives information about strain on longer length scales, while the nanoprobe measurement gives higher spatial resolution and reveals the three-dimensional structure of the strain features.

We note that several other methods have been applied to optically measure strain in CVD diamond, although none fills the role of SXDM for high-resolution three-dimensional strain measurements. Optical birefringence measures strain integrated through the length of the crystal [9]. Bulk x-ray tomography has been applied to similar CVD diamonds: it provides three-dimensional images but suffers from lower spatial and strain resolution than SXDM [32]. Strain measurements using spectroscopy of single $\text{N-V}$ centers are perhaps the most comparable to SXDM in terms of obtaining three-dimensional information [11]. However, the need to resolve individual $\text{N-V}$ centers in the bulk of the diamond limits the spatial resolution approximately to the micron level and limits the application of the technique to diamonds with a narrow range of $\text{N-V}$ densities.

V. TOWARD DARK-MATTER DETECTION

We finish by characterizing the performance of the SXDM strain mapping technique as applied to the CVD quantum sensing diamond in the context of the proposed
FIG. 10. SXDM scans of representative “background” regions in the CVD quantum sensing diamond, away from large-scale strain features, demonstrate the absence of preexisting features that could be mistaken for WIMP recoil tracks. Each plot shows the number of detector counts arising from compressively strained diamond in the CVD overgrowth layer—for details, see Sec. C of the Supplemental Material [24]. (Note that in these plots we do not apply the background subtraction and strain analysis described in Sec. II; instead, the total signal from any compressively strained diamond gives a better indication of the presence or absence of small or weak features.) (a) Despite an overall strain gradient, a 40-nm-increment scan of the nanoprobe does not find features with the approximately 100-nm length scale expected for WIMP tracks. (b) A scan of a different background region, this time with 20-nm increments, reveals extended dislocation bundles, which can be easily distinguished from WIMP recoil tracks by their length; again, no strain features are observed having ≤100 nm scale in all three dimensions.

directional WIMP detector (see Fig. 9) [18,22]). We can estimate the strain signal from a WIMP collision following Ref. [22] and compare to the sensitivity analysis of Sec. II. We scale the strain per crystal lattice vacancy by the number of vacancies created [18] and the $r^{-3}$ distance scaling of strain due to point defects [36]. For a particle-scattering event imparting 10 keV to a carbon nucleus—the low end of the directional sensitivity range of a diamond detector [18]—the average strain within 30 nm of the resulting damage track will be approximately $1.8 \times 10^{-4}$. This would be detectable with the SXDM technique even with the imperfect highly inhomogeneous diamond sample used in this demonstration.

Figure 10 presents results from a background SXDM scan, taken in two arbitrarily chosen regions away from strain features large enough to appear in birefringence or QDM measurements. Figure 10(b) includes a group of extended linear defects with observed strain signals approximately 100 nm wide, demonstrating spatial resolution well below the optical diffraction limit. This matches the expected length scale of WIMP-induced damage tracks. In both diamonds, we measure small growth-defect volumes within the crystal matrix, with implications for future defect-based quantum sensing efforts, as well as for the development of diamond structure fabrication.

VI. CONCLUSION

We perform SXDM with high spatial and strain resolution on two diamond samples—an HPHT diamond sample with a relatively homogeneous crystal structure and a CVD-diamond sample featuring a 40-μm layer of dense N-$V^-$ centers. Using a background-subtraction technique applied to SXDM diffraction curves, we measure the strain in small growth-defect volumes within the crystal matrix in both diamonds. In the HPHT diamond, we measure spatially small strain features, with length scales of order 100 nm, demonstrating the resolution and feature sensitivity achievable with SXDM. In the CVD diamond, we measure strain in micron-scale growth defects persisting throughout the 40-μm overgrowth layer, despite a broad inhomogeneous diffraction signal arising from the layered structure of the sample and its high impurity content. Such measurements will grant valuable insight into defect development and mitigation during diamond growth, with implications for future defect-based quantum sensing efforts, as well as for the development of diamond structure fabrication.

By combining measurements at two diffraction conditions, we create a geometrical model of several three-dimensional strained volumes in the CVD quantum sensing diamond. Subsequent stress measurements performed with N-$V^-$ spin-state spectroscopy using a QDM show good agreement with this model, demonstrating the capability of SXDM to measure features that affect N-$V^-$ sensing, as well as the complementary advantages of the two techniques. Their combination offers a window into the three-dimensional microscopic structure of strain features in diamond.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of the SXDM techniques for a proposed directional detector of WIMP dark matter. The HPHT-diamond results demonstrate the ability to measure features at the length scales expected for WIMP-induced nuclear recoil tracks. The strain sensitivity and three-dimensional resolution—characterized in the inhomogeneous layered CVD diamond—approach or exceed the requirements for WIMP detection. In an ideal detector segment—a homogeneous crystal without a substrate layer or mechanical polishing damage—the minimum detectable nanoscale strain with the SXDM method should be between 2 and 20 times smaller [25]. Additionally, a limited initial survey finds no preexisting backgrounds to impede a dark-matter search. Such a detector technology—with high target density and directional detection capability—would enable WIMP searches to push sensitivity below the neutrino floor, opening a path for future generations of WIMP detectors.
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